
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Partnership Board minutes 

Date, time: 24 March 2022, 8am 

Location: MS Teams   

Members: Dave Brash (chair), Barbara McKerrow, Brett Gliddon, Luke Troy, Robyn Elston, Sara Hay, 
Nigel Corry 

Attendees: David Dunlop; Adam Nicholls; Rowan Oliver; Lisa-Marie Richan; Sarah Ropata; Alan Kerr 
and Phil Peet (Stantec); Willy Trolove; Dave Humm, Jodie Lawson, Moana Mackey; Emily 
Quayle (secretariat)  

Apologies: Brett Gliddon 

Doc no: #0351/22 

1 Welcome and apologies Chair 

The Chair welcomed members and attendees to the hui. Apologies were received from Brett Gliddon. 

It was reconfirmed that the Board agreed at its last hui that the two engagement pieces (the report 
from the public engagement process last year and the independent TRA engagement research report) 
would be kept as standalone reports. An overarching framing piece will be put over the top of both 
explaining what each is and how we will use the information within each report.  

2 For noting: Introduction – how it all fits together Adam Nicholls 

Adam Nicholls informed members of the approach to the hui, the intention of which was to agree 
ways forward for the engagement report release, communicating with the Governance Reference 
Group (GRG) on 28 March 2022, and the level of information to be shared with joint councillors at the 
two April 2022 workshops.  

Phil Peet and Alan Kerr joined the hui. 

3 For discussion: Release of engagement report and communications 
plan 

Lisa-Marie Richan, 
Sarah Ropata 

Lisa-Marie Richan and Sarah Ropata spoke to the paper on the release of the engagement report and 
production of a communications plan for the preferred option announcement process.  

Resources have been allocated to development of a communications plan covering both the release of 
the engagement report and the broader communications required in the lead up to and for the Rele
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announcement of the preferred option decision. It was agreed that the two engagement reports 
would include a summary piece at the beginning (embedded in the document) outlining the context 
and how the information will be used to inform the decision-making process. 

The LGWM Partnership Board: 

• Noted the response to their concerns as detailed in the paper. 

• Endorsed, in principle, the publication on 12 April 2022 of the following material, subject to a 
Communications and Engagement Plan endorsed by the partners: 

o The option decision process (hexagons). 

o Engagement feedback summary report and supporting highlights slide deck. 

o Summary of the commissioned research by TRA. 

o Next steps and timeline. 

• Endorsed a presentation of the engagement summary report and summary of the 
commissioned research by TRA to the GRG on 28 March 2022, indicating that the team intends 
to share this information with councillors on 12 April 2022, and then release it publicly. 

Members thanked the team for their hard work on this. 

4 For discussion: Update on emerging preferred option for 
Transformational programme 

Adam Nicholls, 
Rowan Oliver 

Adam Nicholls spoke to a tabled presentation on the emerging preferred option for the 
Transformational programme.  

The team has found the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) review process to be very helpful in refining 
the technical detail that will inform the recommended preferred option. The TAG process has provided 
both robust challenge, and clarity on commonalities supported by the data. 

Members discussed several key points regarding: 

- Core-land use scenarios and high-land use scenarios and what’s needed to determine which 
should be used as the base assumption for the preferred option decision.  

- Growth predictions need to be worked through, including those of the broader Wellington 
Region, how they relate to each other and how impacts such as Covid-19 may have changed 
the initial assumptions used in forecasting. Ministerial views on the accuracy of growth 
projections are also needed. 

New action: Undertake proactive conversations about regional growth via the Regional Growth 
Forum. (Adam Nicholls, Amy Kearse) 

David D left the hui. 

Language and framing of these considerations need to be developed carefully. It was agreed that 
further work was required, and that the topic should be brought back to the Board for further kōrero 
at the April 2022 hui. Rele
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New action: Progress mahi on land use and growth predictions and feed this into the kōrero with the 
Board at the April 2022 hui. (Adam Nicholls) 

Affordability will also be a key factor. The Minister of Transport has indicated an interest in 
understanding trade-offs relating to cost risk. The team was encouraged to ensure visibility on the 
potential flexibility within the recommended preferred option regarding affordability to ensure that 
the process could continue to progress smoothly, should it be determined by decision-makers that the 
cost risk was too high. Justification for both the recommended preferred option and for the flexibility 
to adapt to cost risk mitigations will need to be robust and clear. 

David D re-joined the hui. 

Members requested time to digest the MCA assessment summary information, particularly where 
scores were low. While it has been confirmed by the specialist assessors that none of the options are 
fatally flawed, do-ability of the options is an important factor that needs to be considered 
appropriately.  

Nigel and Robyn left the hui.  

Rowan Oliver spoke to slides within the presentation regarding communicating with the GRG at the 
next hui and with joint councillors at their upcoming workshops in early April 2022. 

The proposed topics for the two joint councillor workshops were presented and discussed. It was 
agreed that these sessions were important to build councillors’ understanding over time in the lead up 
to the decision point. The team will present the information as it stands, without providing any 
assessment on what the recommended preferred option might be, as there is further work to be done 
to refine the technical information sitting behind the recommendation. This will be the same approach 
used for the GRG hui next week. 

It was agreed that the agenda for joint councillor workshop two needed to include the engagement 
report and therefore it was suggested that the economics and cost risk topics should shift to either the 
decision session or to an additional session in between. This question will be posed to the GRG as part 
of the broader discussion on what should be shared with councillors.  

Given Waka Kotahi representatives were not present for this part of the discussion, the team will 
follow up with Robyn Elston separately to confirm agreement with the position taken by the 
remainder of the Board.  

New action: Follow up with Robyn Elston to confirm Waka Kotahi’s position on the agreements 
made by the Board regarding sharing of information with the GRG and councillors. (Rowan Oliver) 

Post-hui update:  

A follow up session was held with Robyn Elston later in the morning on 24 March 2022. Rowan Oliver 
(Integration Manager), Dave Brash (Board Chair) and David Dunlop (Programme Director) were present 
and took Robyn through the information and discussion she missed. Robyn indicated a level of comfort 
with the direction given to the team by the Board.  

Two suggestions were made:  

- That, at their workshops, the team informs councillors of the process the programme is 
undertaking with Mana Whenua and Waka Kotahi regarding their parts of the decision-making 
process, noting how each piece fits together; and,  
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- That the team acknowledges in all presentations, that the programme is working closely with 
the Auckland Light Rail team.  

5 Any other business and close Chair 

The Chair thanked members, guests and attendees and closed the hui at 9.20am.  
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